Revised Highway Standard & Guide Sheets Issued

The following Highway Standard Sheet(s) modifications have been made to the Department’s Highway Design Standard Sheets and are now available online at Highway Standard Drawings web page and should be used on all projects, effective immediately:

HW-949_01 PLANTING DETAILS FOR TREES and HW-949_02 PLANTING DETAILS FOR SHRUBS

Eliminated those drawings from the Highway Standard Sheets and replaced with:

1. HW-949_01a LANDSCAPE PLANTING
2. HW-949_01B TREE STAKING

Note: These drawings reflect the Standard Specification Committee’s efforts in revising SECTION 9.49 Furnishing, Planting, and Mulching Trees, Shrubs, Vines and Ground Cover Plants to reflect updates to the materials and current installation practices.

New Highway Guide Sheet Issued

CONCRETE SIDEWALK RAMP INDEX

- Added an index sheet to assist individuals with navigating/selecting an appropriate sidewalk ramp from the 10 guide sheets posted utilizing a pictorial index with Hyperlinks to the corresponding sheet per ramp type (perpendicular, parallel, blended, etc.) description.